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• In this study, 1,632 samples were collected and 
analyzed to test for S. aureus carriage rates.
• After samples were analyzed by various tests, 
the confirmed S. aureus tests were then 
sequenced to look for virulence factors and 
look deeper into the genome. 
• The tests that were done to analyze the S. 
aureus were MSA, DNase, Coagulase, Catalase, 
CNA and Gram staining methods. 
Study Stats as of 11/23/20:
Campus
1065 Swabs Collected
910 Swabs Processed 
247 Positive
27.1% Carriage Rate
Special thanks to Dr. Patrick Schlievert (University of 
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MSA: This test was done to
purify the strains to single 
colonies. A positive test is 
indicated by an all-yellow 
plate, this indicates S. aureus 
because it is a mannitol 
fermenter.
Positive Negative
DNase: A positive indication 
of this test would be a
darkened slightly purple halo
around a bacterial smear on 
the plate. This shows that the 
bacteria was able to break 
down the DNase enzyme. 
CNA: This test inhibits Gram-
negative rods from growing. 
Staphylococcus grows well on 
this plate. Beta Hemolysis is a 
positive test that provides a 
yellow glow around the 
bacterial smear.
Catalase: Bubbles on the smear 
of bacteria after adding 
hydrogen peroxide indicated the 
presence of a catalase enzyme. A 
negative test will have no 
bubbles present. 
Coagulase: With a coagulase kit, 
fresh bacteria is smeared on the 
paper and a test reagent is 
added to look for coagulation. A 
positive test is indicated by 
purple clumping of bacteria. 
Coagulase is a protein enzyme 
that converts fibrinogen to 
fibrin.
Gram stain: S. aureus is a gram-
positive cocci bacteria. Following
the proper gram- staining
procedures, bacteria is stained in 
order to see if it is gram-negative 
or gram-positive and see what 
shape the bacteria is. This test can 
indicate how the bacterial wall is
made and indicates if there is
peptidoglycan.
Figure 1: Rates of carriage and alpha toxin presence within the population study. Carriage rates were determined by taking the 
swabs that had both survey questions answered and were tested for the alpha toxin. The alpha toxin is a pore forming toxin that 
lyses the host cell membrane and essentially causes host cell death. With the survey questions that were being asked when the 
swabs were collected, the data was put into two groups to try and find a difference in the averages of both carriage rate and alpha 
toxin presence compared to the average of the whole data set. International travel subjects had traveled abroad within the last 
year.
DATA SET NUMBERS
CARRIAGE RATE LIVING ABROAD
• SUBJECTS THAT HAVE LIVED ABROAD, BOTH SURVEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED, AND BACTERIAL GENOME - 56
• POSITVE S.AUREUS WITH LIVING ABROAD– 14
• PERCENTAGE OF LIVING ABROAD SUBJECTS THAT CARRY S.AUREUS – 25.00%
CARRIAGE RATE INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 
• SUBJECTS THAT HAD TRAVELED INTERNATIONALLY, BOTH SURVEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED, AND BACTERIAL GENOME – 160
• POSITIVE S. AUREUS WITH INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL– 43
• PERCENTAGE OF INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SUBJETS THAT CARRY S. AUREUS – 26.88%
ALPHA TOXIN PRESENCE WITH POSITIVE S. AUREUS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL POSITIVE TESTS 
• POSITIVE S. AUREUS WITH INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL – 43
• ALPHA TOXIN PRESENCE IN SUBJECTS – 26
• PERCENTAGE OF INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL POSITIVE S. AUREUS TESTS WITH ALPHA TOXIN – 60.47%
ALPHA TOXIN PRESENCE WITH POSITIVE S. AUREUS LIVING ABROAD POSITIVE TESTS
• POSITIVE S. AUREUS WITH LIVING ABROAD – 14
• ALPHA TOXIN PRESENCE IN SUBJECTS – 6
• PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS LIVING ABROAD POSITIVE S. AUREUS TESTS WITH ALPHA TOXIN – 42.86%
